
City of lialgoo••lie-Boulde•· 
577 HANNAN STREET, KALCOORLIE 

Hon Robin Scott MLC 

PO BOX 2042, 
BOULDER WA 6432 

Member for Mining and Pastoral 

Kalgoorlie 6430 

Dear Robin 

RE: Mining industry procurement 

TELEPHONE: (08) 902 1 9Ci33 
fACS IM ILE: (08) 902 1 6113 

OFFICE OF THE !v!AYOR 

Your efforts to highlight a lack of local procurement by a Goldfields mining company are to 

be applauded. 

Since the Kalgoorl ie-Boulder City Council embarked on a campaign to decrease FIFO and 
increase local procurement by the mining industry, I have received several examples of both 
good and bad practice by different companies. 

The instance you have uncovered is by far the worst. 

It is deplorable and should be investigated by both state and federal governments. 

Exposing this behaviour should send a message to our leaders and while it is a pity that the 
good practice of some companies is tarnished by a minority, such blatant disregard for our 

community must be called out. 

I wish you every success in this endeavour. 

Yours sincerely 

Mayor 



I IVllh L#\;;lll..:> V\.VVuy 

Sent: Tuesday, 7 May 2019 7:48 AM 
To: Sean Pearson <Sean.Pearson@padgold.com.au>; Chris Butcher <Chris.Butcher@padgold.com.au> 
Cc: Leon Sammut <Leon.Sammut@padgold.com.au>; Russell Browning <Russell.Browning@padgold.com.au>; Ben 
McAllister <Ben.McAllister@padgold.com.au>; Sherif Mesiha <Sherif.Mesiha@padgold.com.au>; Maoheng Zhang 
<Maoheng.Zhang@padgold.com.au> 
Subject: Procurement direct from China with assistance from Zijin Logistics 

Sean, Chris 

Please note the importance of this at a corporate level as the CEO is now directly involved in making it 

happen. 

If we don't support this cost saving drive our necks are on the line. 

Please review items purchased by stores and put together a list for forwarding onto Joe, together with 

current pricing and specs. 

Thanks 

Denis 

From: Guy (Yiu) Kai 
Sent: Wednesday, 1 May 2019 6:50 PM 
J"o: Denis Otway <Denis.Otway@padgold.com.au> 
Cc: Liu Zhaoping <Liu.Zhaoping@padgold.com.au> 
Subject: RE: Re:RE: Re:RE: Fw:Re:RE: Zijin procurement list - item details expected 

Hi Denis, 

Could you please update and forward below information to Joe? We would like to work together with Zijin Logistic 
Co. to see whether there is any opportunity to have a better suppliers. 

Thanks, 
Guy 

From: Denis Otway 
Sent: 2018i:f=.6}=J 1 B 13:37 
To: 'l~~• <fengbin@zijinmining.com> 

Cc: '$~~~• <guo zhibin@zijinmining.com>; Yiu Kai (Guy} <yiukai@nortongoldfields.com.au>; Xiao (Nicholas) Tan 

<Xiao.Tan@padgold.com.au>; ';tit[' <johndu@zijinmining.com>; •~~.E .If' <zheng weiping@ziiinmining.com>; '¥}ff 
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Contracts Marna9er 

A" PO Bo:<1653 Kalgoorlie 
WA 6430 Australia 

P: +618 9080 6800 
O: +61 8 9263 9710 
f',,ji: +61 (0)417 099 596 

N onroN GoLn Jtuttns 
LH\llTED 

INW'W'. m:niononldfields. com .au 
THINKSMART 
S.cl'ORE YOO START 
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ZERO HARM - TEAMWORK w INNOVATION .. PERFORMANCE DRIVEN .. EFFICIENCY 

From: ~~~ftt (mailto:fengbin@zijinmining.com] 

Sent: Thursday, 31 May 2018 3:03 PM 
To: Denis Otway <Denis.Otway@padgold.com.au> 
Cc: ':JB~~• <guo zhibin@zijinmining.com>; Yiu Kai (Guy) <yiukai@nortongoldfields.com.au>; Xiao (Nicholas) Tan 

<Xiao.Tan@padgold.com.au>; '*i5I' <johndu@zijinmining.com>; •~~TI SJZ' <zheng weiping@zijinmining.com>; ';/{j. 

~i5!a' <you fugiang@zijinmining.com>; '5~~~7i;• <zhang zhaolong@zijinmining.com>; 'Tat!l-~' 
<ding haochen@zijinmining.com> 
Subject: Re:RE: Re:RE: Fw:Re:RE: Zijin procurement list - item details expected 

Hi Denis, 

We hope you understand the current situation. As it is Zijin Mining Group's conception to enforce a 
centralized procurement & logistics system, and bring more products with Chinese elements to NGF to 
lower your procurement cost, it should be a common goal that both NGF and Zijin Mining Logistics 
(Xiamen) work to achieve. 

Zijin Mining Logistics (Xiamen) is trying its best to serve NGF, but has not yet received the procurement 
details, which was promised during our last meeting a month ago, hence we cannot execute any subsequent 
analysis or price comparison over NGF's procurement data. Now we are under the Group's pressure to 
make substantial progress over our collaboration, hence the details has to be ready ASAP. As Zijin's 
personnel is planning to visit Paddington Operations in June, we request the detailed procurement list be· 
prepared and sent to us by June 6th, so we can review the list and get better prepared for the site visit. 
Considering the historic data could be in huge amount, we just ask for the particulars (including description, 
quantity, brand, technical specs, rate, sut-total, payment-terms, and delivery for each purchase) of each one 
of your item purchased (especially consumables under categories: Grinding Media, Liner, Tire, Conveyor 
Belt; Processing Reagent, and Oils) between Jan 1st 2017 and 31st May 2018, and your intended purchases 
in the next 3 months for this time. 
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Your timely response is highly anticipated. Thank you very much. 

Best Regards. 

t'lJi:ijt Ben Feng 

;1J-tl,3* Deputy Director 

t?!J'.Bf :¥:9!~$ Procurement Dept. 

Zijin Mining Logistics(XiaMen )Company Limited 

Address: 38th Floor, Tower B, AVIC ZIJIN PLAZA, Huandao East Rd. 1811#,Siming District, Xiamen, 

Fujian 361008, CHINA 

Mobile:+86 (0) 186- 5979- 9822 

fengbin@zijinmining.com www.ziiinmining.com 

t!:2018-5-30 9:35:25, "Denis Otway" <Denis.Otway@padgold.com.au> ~m: 
-----~ ~€1 rnB 1tl=-----
~ 1tl= A: "Denis Otway" <Denis.Otway@padgold.com.au> 

~~B~fsJ: 2018-5-30 9:35:25 

t&{lf:. A: "',~ ~lit'" <fengbin@zijinmining.com> 

lVJZi: 111TB15)oc"' <ding haochen@zijimining.com>, "Yiu Kai (Guy)" 
<yiukai@nortongoldfields.com.au>, "'1±IT111 <johndu@zijinmining.com>, "Xiao (Nicholas) Tan" 

<Xiao.Tan@padgold.com.au>, "'WJ~Ms.1a"' <you fuqiang@zijimining.com>, "'~TIS¥"' 
<zheng weiping@zijimining.com>, "'~*~~~"' <zhang zhaolong@zijimining.com>, "'$B9&~"' 
<guo zhibin@zijimining.com> 

±~: RE: Re:RE: Fw:Re:RE: Zijin procurement list- item details expected 

Hi Ben 

The last two weeks has been busy with our insurance renewal, finalising the awarding of a new electricity supply 
agreement and the LPG gas agreement, so I have not had time to collect specification information for you. 

I have requested pump specifications internally. Capital expenditure needs to be justified individually on the basis 
that it is more worthwhile to purchase than to hire given the short term nature of our mining projects. As cash flow 
is tight this year, if a the purchase option is approved then the preferred method is to pay off the item over a 
period of time plus the financing costs. This monthly payment would then replace rental payments in the cash flow 
schedule with full ownership transferring to NGF at the end of the payment plan. 

I will continue to compile information for you as time allows. Many items are supplied under contract by Australian 
suppliers so we need to be mindful that we are cannot break agreements without significant penalties. 

As contracts are coming up for renewal I will certainly supply specifications to you to allow Zijin logistics to source 
Chinese pricing. 

Warm regards 
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onus OTWAY 
Contracts Manager 

A: PO Box 1653 Ka!goorfie 
WA 6430 Auskalia 

P'. +61 8 9080 6800 
O: +6189263 9710 
M: +61 (0)417 099 596 

NoRTON Goto FIELDS 
llt\1ITED 

W'iNw.nortongoldfields.com. au 
THINKSMART 
BIEFORE \'OU S.1'ART 
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ZERO HARM • TEAMWORK · INNOVATION ~ PERFORMANCE DRIVEN .. EFFICIENCY 

From: ,!?,~it [mailto:fengbin@zijinmining.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, 29 May 2018 1:52 PM 
To: Denis Otway <Denis.Otway@padgold.com.au> 
Cc: 'TB!~• <ding haochen@zijinmining.com>; Yiu Kai (Guy) <yiukai@nortongoldfields.com.au>; *i5I 
<johndu@zijinmining.com>; Xiao (Nicholas) Tan <Xiao.Tan@padgold.com.au>; ;m~i~!a 

<you fuqiang@zijinmining.com>; ~TIIfZ <zheng weiping@zijinmining.com>; stE~l5ft 
<zhang zhaolong@zijinmining.com>; ~~Huf <guo zhibin@zijinmining.com> 
Subject: Re:RE: Fw:Re:RE: Zijin procurement list - item details expected 

Hi Denis, 

Hope this letter finds you well. 

Thank you for telling us about NGF's LPG gas tank replacement and water removal pump projects. Good 
to know about your current needs and we are glad to provide assistance. Ifwe are to help NGF find a 
suitable pump supplier, may we please know about the technical specifications of your requested pump, the 
delivery time, and your budget? Once we get such details, we can start on our part at once. 

We also appreciate your efforts on compiling the detailed lists ofNGF purchases. After a fortnight, you 
must have processed a lot of data and managed to get some parts of the package prepared. We are very 
excited about the lists and can't wait to start the subsequent work. This could be the first step to smooth 
and successful collaboration between NGF and Zijin Logistics (Xiamen). 

Your response is highly anticipated, and we again appreciate your cooperation. 
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Best Regards. 

{'.Q,~ Ben Feng 

iU~JJI! Deputy Director 

~:BBlU!~$ Procurement Dept. 

Zijin Mining Logistics(XiaMen )Company Limited 

Address: 38th Floor, Tower B, AVIC ZIJIN PLAZA, Huandao East Rd. 1811#,Siming District, Xiamen, 

Fujian 361008, CHINA 

Mobile:+86 (0) 186- 5979- 9822 

fengbin@zijinmining.com www.zijinmining.com 

;(:£2018-5-21 21:51:39, "Denis Otway" <Denis.Otway@padgold.com.au> ~m: 

-----J]t~€t BlB 14=-----
~1tl= A: "Denis Otway" <Denis.Otway@padgold.com.au> 

~~B"tj"fEiJ: 2018-5-21 21:51:39 

t&{t!=-A: "'Ta~~"' <ding haochen@zijinmining.com> 
~~: "Yiu Kai (Guy)" <yiukai@nortongoldfields.com.au>, "it±U" <johndu@zijinmining.com>, "Xiao 

(Nicholas) Tan" <Xiao.Tan@padgold.com.au>, "WJtisBi" <you fuqiang@zijinmining.com>, ")~~lit" 
<fengbin@zijinmining.com>, "~B.TI.IfZ" <zheng weiping@zijinmining.com>, "~*~~:&;" 

<zhang zhaolong@zijinmining.com> 

.±.~: RE: Fw:Re:RE: Zijin procurement list - item details expected 

Hi Nicholas 

I have just received quotes to remove our 32 year old LPG gas tank and replace it with new tanks. This capital cost 
is included in the gas price from the supplier for a 5 year contract. To date I have a 10% saving on our current 
pricing. There is only 3 bulk LPG suppliers in West Australia and I am negotiating with each of them. Is this a quote 
that Xiamen think it could add further value? 

We are currently renting pumps for water removal from underground and open pits. This is very expensive and we 
want to look at other options such as purchasing pumps and maintaining them in-house at Paddigton. I have 
asked the rental company if they will sell us their pumps. NGF could purchase the pumps under a finance or hire 
purchase arrangement to avoid the initial high capital expenditure. 

I will look at fuels and oils and where we have existing contracts in place to see what flexibility we have under the 
contracts to buy from other su·ppliers. Also the Australian laws as requested. 
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Warm regards 

Oft.JilSOTWAY 
Contracts Mar1a.~er 

A:: PO Box 1653 Kalgoorlie 
WA 6430 Aostralia 

P: +61 8 9080 6800 
D: +61 8 9263 9710 
M: +61 (0)417 099 596 

N oRroN Goto Frn;tns 

ww·w.nortongoidfields.com.au 
THINK.SMART 
ilil:FORE YOiJ START 
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ZERO HARM • TEAMWORK · INNOVATION .. PERFORMANCE DRIVEN · EFFICIENCY 

From: Ta*~ [mailto:ding haochen@zijinmining.com] 
Sent: Monday, 21 May 2018 3:52 PM 
To: Denis Otway <Denis.Otway@padgold.com.au> 
Cc: Yiu Kai (Guy) <yiukai@nortongoldfields.com.au>; Brentyn Pettingill <brentyn.pettingill@padgold.com.au>; 
Xiao (Nicholas) Tan <Xiao.Tan@padgold.com.au>; if:±tt <johndu@zijinmining.com>; wH~B!a 
<you fuqiang@zijinmining.com>; ,!?i~i <fengbin@zijinmining.com>; ~TI3¥ <zheng weiping@zijinmining.com>; 

~*~~:;:Ji; <zhang zhaolong@zijinmining.com> 

Subject: Fw:Re:RE: Zijin procurement list - item details expected 

Hi Denis, 

I believe you must have been working on the procurement list out of your busy routine and hopefully this is not 
taking too much of your time. 

As it may take some time to compile the information and get detailed lists prepared, Zijin Logistics (Xiamen) is 
always ready to serve Norton Gold Fields with our expertise, resources, and experience. Therefore may we be 
also invited to tender on your current RFQs? This will help Norton Gold Fields make wise procurement 
decisions with extra options available, and allow Zijin Logistics (Xiamen) to understand Norton's procurement 
procedure, demand, and concerns by getting engaged in such activities earlier as well. We sincerely hope to 
work with Norton and help achieve more satisfactory procurement results. 
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Also my co-worker Mr. Fuqiang YOU (YOUSUF) is trying to learn more about your current fuels & oils supply 
mode. If Zijin Logistics (Xiamen) is to supply Norton with diesel and lubricants, either through an Australian 
local supplier or from a foreign counterpart, will it be granted by Australian laws and authorities? And if yes, 
may we please know about the specs of the fuels & oils in need, the types of machinery/vehicle they will be 
applied to, the frequency they are purchased and delivered, the methods they get transported (by road or rail) 
and stored (like in large oil tanks or small oil drums), the corresponding storage facilities, or any other useful 

, information? Please give as many details as possible, as these details will greatly help facilitate a preliminary 
solution for such supplies and in the end work out a most preferred supply mode to you. 

Should there be any other inquiries, we are always by your side. 

Regards. 

TBJ§-* Haochen (Nicholas) DING 

it~1it.ill£4~;Jit~~N~5J~fl710-§J Zijin Mining Logistics (Xiamen) Co., Ltd. 

Address: 38th Floor, Tower B, Avie Zijin Plaza, 1811 Huandao East Road, Siming District, Xiamen, 
Fujian, P.R.China 

Mobile: +86 177-1038-9945 

Tel: +86 0592-5020370 

E-mail: ding haochen@zijinmining.com 

Website: www.zijinmining.com 

-------- $~ 6Z fllB 14= 1a ,'&, --------

6Z 14= A: "Ta~*" <ding haochen@zijinmining.com> 

6Z~EHt~ : 2018-05-16 14:49:00 

45l1lt A: "Denis Otway" <Denis.Otway@padgold.com.au> 

.±~ : Re:RE: Zijin procurement list - item details expected 

Dear Denis, 

We really understand your situation and appreciate your response. It will definitely take time and effort to go 
, . through all the items and get a detailed list prepared on your own. We'd like to thank you in advance. 
I 

' 
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Our team will be anticipating data arriving in succession as you proposed, and will take actions as early as 
possible. Meanwhile, please let us know of your fresh ideas at any time. 

Regards. 

TsiJiz Haochen (Nicholas) DING 

4i!J19.t*m1;Jfm Procurement Dept. 

~~ut~4~;fit~~~~5JJlUl'.71~5-l Zijin Mining Logistics (Xiamen) Co., Ltd. 

Address: 38th Floor, Tower B, Avie Zijin Plaza, 1811 Huandao East Road, Siming District, Xiamen, 
Fujian, P.R.China 

Mobile: +86 177-1038-9945 

Tel: +86 0592-5020370 

E-mail: ding haochen@zijinmining.com 

Website: www.zijinmining.com 

;(:E 2018-05-16 10:27:43, "Denis Otway" <Denis.Otway@padgold.com.au> ~il!: 

Hi Nicholas 

I have been on leave for a few days and just returned back to Paddington. 

I will compile the information you need over the next few weeks between my normal contract management 
duties. 

It will take some time as I do not have anyone to assist me so please be patient. 

I will start from the highest value purchases first and provide the data to you in stages so as not to hold up the 
process unnecessarily. 
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Best regards 

DEHIS OTWAY 
Contracls Manager 

A: PO Box 1653 Kalgoorlie 
WA 6430 Australia 

P: +6189060 6800 
D: +61 8 9263 9710 
M: +61 (0)417 099 596 

· NoRTON GoLn F1ELOS 

PtuMi11gtm1 Op1H'iiti;;m; 

wv.rw.nortongoldfields.com.au 
THINKSMART 
BEFORE YOO START 
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ZERO HARM - TEAMWORK - INNOVATION - PERFORMANCE DRIVEN .. EFFICIENCY 

From: Tai5-RR [mailto:ding haochen@zijinmining.com] 
Sent: Monday, 14 May 2018 4:12 PM 
To: Denis Otway <Denis.Otway@padgold.com.au> 
Cc: Yiu Kai (Guy) <yiukai@nortongoldfields.com.au>; Brentyn Pettingill <brentyn.pettingill@padgold.com.au>; 
Xiao (Nicholas) Tan <Xiao.Tan@padgold.com.au>; Ute <johndu@zijinmining.com>; WHiU.!a 
<you fugiang@zijinmining.com>; ,~~ <fengbin@zijinmining.com>; *~JIIfZ <zheng weiping@zijinmining.com>; 

~*~~:ti?; <zhang zhaolong@zijinmining.com> 

Subject: Zijin procurement list - item details expected 

Hi Denis, 

Sorry it took us a while to get back to you. My co-workers and I spent quite some time and effort categorizing 
the procurement list and studying the feasibility of using Chinese suppliers for each item. 

Based on the procurement list you provided, we have roughly categorized the listed Service/Goods into the 
following categories: 1) fuels & oils; 2) chemicals; 3) grinding media; 4) cement; 5) steel products; 6) rollers; 
7) equipment consumables; 8) valves & pumps; 9) electrical consumables/services; 10) electrical; 11) ground 
engaging tools; 12) tires; 13) protection & security; 14) earthmoving; 15) foundry; 16) gas detection; 17) fluid 
sealing; 18) quicklime; 19) electricity; 20) office supplies and services; 21) software and services. According 
to our knowledge and experience, we believe it would be wise to exclude Category 18), 19), 20), and 21) 
from our service scope for now as supplying such goods or service from China is less reasonable. However 
the rest can be the fields we work on together. 
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In the attachment is the procurement list you provided. All the items are kept in the original order, but I have 
marked 11 items that belong to Category 18)- 21) in red highlight for your reference. Meanwhile could you 
please give us the details, such as the description, specification, quantity demand, Australian standard 
requirement (if any), and purchase frequency of the rest 84 items? The specifics will help us understand 
Norton Gold Fields' need better before our personnel visits Paddington Operations, when they will be able to 
get on the ground, learn about the practical need and situation, and have some more solid discussion with 
you. 

Thanks again. 

Regards. 

TBtHR Haochen (Nicholas) DING 

~~nt.ill£t~;Jit~~~1}'§JJi:fl:511}'§J Zijin Mining Logistics (Xiamen) Co., Ltd. 

Address: 38th Floor, Tower B, Avie Zijin Plaza, 1811 Huandao East Road, Siming District, Xiamen, 
Fujian, P.R.China 

Mobile: +86 177-1038-9945 

Tel: +86 0592-5020370 

E-mail: ding haochen@zijinmining.com 

Website: www.zijinmining.com 
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Guy (Yiu) Kai 
Thursday, 23 May 2019 10:58 AM 

Denis Otway; 's*~~j]' 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Liu Zhaoping; Sean Pearson; Garry Nuttall; Chris Butcher; Sherif Mesiha 
RE: Procurement through Zijin Logistics 
MILL+DATA+FORM.+SAG+mill.xls; MILL+DATA+FORM.+Ball+mill.xls 

Hi Evan, 

Attached please find the mill ball technical details. 

Thanks, 
Guy 

From: Denis Otway 
Sent: 2019~5A 23 8 10:22 
To: 'sK~!wJ' <zhang_jianxun@zijinmining.com>; Guy (Yiu) Kai <yiukai@nortongoldfields.com.au> 
Cc: Liu Zhaoping <Liu.Zhaoping@padgold.com.au>; Sean Pearson <Sean.Pearson@padgold.com.au>; Garry Nuttall 
<Garry.Nuttall@padgold.com.au>; Chris Butcher <Chris.Butcher@padgold.com.au>; Sherif Mesiha 
<Sherif.Mesiha@padgold.com.au> 
Subject: RE: Procurement through Zijin Logistics 

Hi Evan 

We certainly can provide details for you. 

Sean, Gary 

Can you please work together provide details to Evan for all tyres (including LV1s). 

For steel balls there are antidumping tariffs on importing steel balls to Australia. I am currently getting a 

quote from the only Chinese manufacturer that is exempt from the tariffs. Last year I received pricing from 

Long Teng Steel ball company which only pays 3% tariffs, but pricing was not low enough after allowing for 

import & freight, but we can try them again. 

I will forward tariff details in separate email. 

Kind regards 

Denis 
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A: PO Box 1653 K~!gooriie 
WA 6430 Australia 

P: +6189080 6800 
D: +61 8 9263 9710 
M: +61 (0)417 099 596 

NORTON Gotn Pi ELDs 
U[ldJTED 

Pmldi11gtm1 Operatim1s 

www.nortongoldfields.com.au 
THINKSMART 
8E!'ORE YOU $TART 
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ZERO HARM .. TEAMWORK · INNOVATION · PERFORMANCE DRIVEN · EFFICIENCY 

From: stE~fflt.l [mailto:zhang jianxun@zijinmining.com] 

Sent: Thursday, 23 May 2019 9:07 AM 
To: Guy {Yiu) Kai <yiukai@nortongoldfields.com.au> 
Cc: Denis Otway <Denis.Otway@padgold.com.au>; Liu Zhaoping <Liu.Zhaoping@padgold.com.au> 
Subject: Re: Procurement through Zijin Logistics 

Dear Yiukai: 

Good Morning 

Thank you very much for your support. At present, we only need the models, technical parameters, annual 

purchase quantity of tires and steel balls, and if you have some special requirements (such as production 

standards, designated brands, etc.),please tell me ,We hope to provide better services and products for 

the project 

Kind regards! 

Morning Denis 

Hope you have a nice holiday. 

Could you please provide us with the above information when you come back? 

Thank you very_ much 

Best Regards 

tRt:F ! 

Evan Zhang 

~~~~EfB 

Procurement Dept 

~:&~r~~im:f®"~m~~ 
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ZIJIN MINING LOGISTICS COMPANY LIMITED 
J!fl'Jm~Bij(&J~!i31.F-~ 1811 ~ltl9it~~r~B±~29)e 

38th Floor, Tower B, AVIC ZIJIN PLAZA, Huandao East Rd.1811 #, Siming District, 

Xiamen, Fujian 361008, China 
Mobile: +86 (0)173-0601-5571 
Office : +86 0592 5020251 

zhang jianxun@zijinmining.com WWW.ZJKY.CN 

On 5/23/2019 08:19, Guy (Yiu) Kai<yiukai@nortongoldfields.com.au> wrote : 

Hi Denis, 

There may be opportunities for Zijin Logistics to source the tyres and mill ball from China. It would be 
good if we can share them the model no. and technical data for those item. 

Mr. Zhang from Zijin Logistic is cc'ed, please liaise with him when you return from leave. 

Hi Mr. Zhang, 

Denis, contract manager is in charge of our procurement process, please let him know if you need any 
further information. 

Thanks, 
Guy 
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